[Diagnosis and therapy of neoplasms as seen by atomic pathology].
The structure and function of an organism are only the two aspects of the same reality. Totally identical tissue pictures which we find under a microscope can also be obtained directly from the inside of an organism by the use of magnetic resonance (nmr) of atoms making up these tissues. The histopathological picture shows the structure in vitro only whereas an nmr picture shows it in vivo, in addition to the function as the atoms making it up are in constant motion changing their behaviour depending on the state of the environment. Thus this technique can be used to examine both the structure of organs with the flow of fluids in them and the concentration of components of their metabolism. Medical thermodynamics generalizes and unifies at the same time the world of atoms with psychic and emotional life of a man. Based on cellular pathology, three (used independently or together) classical treatment procedures, surgery, irradiation and chemotherapy, are only symptomatic treatment, not casual treatment. Each of them may, however, modify the neural, hormonal and immunological activity of an organism. In the view of more and more evident identity on the molecular level of these morphologically isolated systems, hormonotherapy and immunotherapy have finally come into use. Since neoplasms are a natural phenomenon, this requires from people, and not only doctors--a radical change of opinion on their nature, thusit requires directing intellectual and material activity towards also natural protection against them. Historical experience shows that neoplasms cause a complete specific, different from all others, kind of diseases. That is why also therapy must be different, based on atomic pathology and consistent with laws of Nature.